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Silicon Labs to Highlight Mixed-Signal Innovations at Embedded World and IIC China
Latest Low-Power MCU, Sensor, Wireless, Isolation and Timing Products Target Smart Home, Consumer and Industrial
Applications
AUSTIN, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Silicon Laboratories Inc. (NASDAQ: SLAB), a leader in high-performance, analogintensive, mixed-signal ICs, will showcase an array of embedded mixed-signal products and development tools at Embedded
World in Nuremburg, Germany, Feb. 26-28 at Booth 4A-211 and at IIC China in Shenzhen, Feb. 28-March 2 at Booth 2H11,
Hall 2.
Embedded World and IIC China provide world-class venues to demonstrate silicon solutions and development tools that simplify
the embedded design process. Silicon Labs' latest embedded mixed-signal solutions on display at these trade shows will
include a single-chip, CMOS-based relative humidity sensor, the industry's most energy-efficient 32-bit microcontrollers (MCUs)
coupled with "power-aware" tools, smart interfaces and development tools for digital audio applications, high-performance
wireless ICs, next-generation oscillators for frequency control, robust digital isolators for power supplies and highly integrated
AM/FM radio receivers.
Silicon Labs' hands-on demonstrations at Embedded World and IIC China will include the following:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Silicon Labs' new Si7005 relative humidity sensor advances the state of the art for RH sensing by combining a mixedsignal IC manufactured on standard CMOS with a proven technique of measuring humidity using a polymer dielectric film.
This demo highlights the Si7005 sensor's advanced functionality with a demonstration board that features Silicon Labs'
32-bit SiM3L1xx microcontroller (MCU) and an LCD that displays humidity and temperature readings. The Si7005 sensor
is ideal for applications that monitor or control humidity ranging from HVAC control to asset tracking to industrial
applications.
The ultra-low-power SiM3L1xx 32-bit MCUs are the latest addition to Silicon Labs' Precision32™ MCU family based on
ARM® C o r t e x ™
-M3 processors. Discover how easy it is to optimize your SiM3L1xx application for the lowest system
power using Silicon Labs' low-power development boards and Precision32 power-aware tools including Power Estimator
and Power Tips.
Silicon Labs provides mixed-signal ICs and evaluation kits that simplify the process of adding digital audio to embedded
designs. The CP2114 digital audio bridge chip eases USB audio accessory design by streamlining audio data transfer
from USB to I2S without time-consuming code development. Silicon Labs' Class D ToolStick evaluation kit shows how
easy it is to add digital Class D audio capabilities to 32-bit embedded designs based on SiM3U1xx MCUs without the
hassle and expense of including separate Class D amplifiers.
Silicon Labs' EZRadioPRO® transceivers and Ember® ZigBee® products provide ideal wireless solutions for demanding
RF applications such as smart meters, security alarm systems and home automation devices. This demonstration
highlights the simplicity and design flexibility of implementing robust wireless links using Silicon Labs' Wireless
Development Suite tools while showcasing the best-in-class range, low-power operation and sub-GHz performance of
EZRadioPRO devices.
Highlighting Silicon Labs' state-of-the-art digital isolation solutions, this power supply demo shows how Silicon Labs'
Si87xx digital isolators provide a perfect pin configuration, package and footprint replacement for outmoded optocoupler
products while offering superior noise immunity, more robust performance and greater reliability.
In this groundbreaking timing solution demo, Silicon Labs introduces a unique single-chip oscillator family that will change
the way developers implement frequency control in a wide range of industrial, embedded, consumer and communications
applications.
Silicon Labs' Si48xx CMOS wheel-tuned AM/FM/SW receivers are the first wheel-tuned, multi-band radio ICs to enable a
full radio solution from antenna input to audio output in a single chip. This broadcast audio demo highlights how the
highly integrated Si48xx multi-band receivers provide unprecedented flexibility, greatly simplifying design and
manufacturing for the wheel-tuned, digital-display radio market.

Silicon Labs experts will also present three Technical Application Courses at IIC China:
●

"A Reliable Alternative to Crystal Oscillators Based on Single-Chip Silicon Integration," Thursday, Feb. 28, 11:30 a.m. 12:20 p.m., Conference Room 3, Hall 2

●

●

"Silicon Labs' Enhanced AM/FM/SW Multi-Band Receiver Family Revolutionizes the Radio Market," Thursday, Feb. 28,
3:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m., Conference Room 3, Hall 2
"Leveraging CMOS Technology to Provide a Cost-effective Environmental Sensing Solution," Friday, March 1, 10:30
a.m. - 11:20 a.m., Conference Room 3, Hall 2

For more information about Silicon Labs' participation and exhibits at leading electronics industry events around the world, visit
www.silabs.com/events.
Silicon Laboratories Inc.
Silicon Laboratories is an industry leader in the innovation of high-performance, analog-intensive, mixed-signal ICs. Developed
by a world-class engineering team with unsurpassed expertise in mixed-signal design, Silicon Labs' diverse portfolio of
patented semiconductor solutions offers customers significant advantages in performance, size and power consumption. For
more information about Silicon Labs, please visit www.silabs.com.
Cautionary Language
This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Laboratories' current expectations. These
forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual results to differ
materially from those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could impact Silicon Laboratories'
financial results and cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements, please refer to
Silicon Laboratories' filings with the SEC. Silicon Laboratories disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Note to editors: Silicon Laboratories, Silicon Labs, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon Labs logo are
trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks of their respective holders.
Follow Silicon Labs on Twitter at http://twitter.com/silabs.
Explore Silicon Labs' diverse product portfolio at www.silabs.com/parametric-search.
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